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Abstract. This paper addresses questions related to results of M. Arapovic

concerning imbeddability of a commutative unitary ring R in a zero-dimension-

al ring. The case where R is a product of zero-dimensional rings is of special

interest. We show ( 1 ) if the zero ideal of R admits a unique representation

as an irredundant intersection of (strongly primary) ideals, then R need not

be imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring, and (2) for a family {Ra} of zero-

dimensional rings, R = Y[ Ra is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring if and

only if R itself is zero-dimensional.

All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative and unitary.

In his recently published book [6, §3], J. Huckaba considers the problems of

determining those rings R that can be imbedded in a zero-dimensional ring

T, where it is understood that the imbedding is unitary in the sense that it

maps the identity element of R to the identity element of T. The main result

obtained, Theorem 3.5, is due to Arapovic [3, Theorem 7]; it states that R is so

imbeddable if and only if there exists a family {Qk} of ideals of R, where Qk

is Pk-primary, such that the following conditions (Al) and (A2) are satisfied:

(Ai) r\öx = (o).
(A2) For each element a G R, there exists a positive integer na such that

an°¿[Jk(Pk\Qk).
We note that condition (Al) implies that R is imbeddable in Y\k(R/Qk)P,Qi,

the product of a family of zero-dimensional rings; such a product need not be

zero-dimensional, and in fact, Maroscia in [7, Proposition 2.6] shows that a

product S = f[ Sa of zero-dimensional rings Sa is zero-dimensional if and

only if N(S) = JJ N(Sa), where N(-) denotes the nilradical. (In [4], we show

that if dim S ^ 0, then dim S = oo.) Because of this imbedding property of

R, however, and because condition (A2) represents a kind of uniform bound

on the index of nilpotency of elements of Pk modulo Qk, we were led to ask
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whether a ring T can be imbedded in a zero-dimensional ring if the zero ideal

of T is an intersection of strongly primary ideals. (Recall that an ideal Q of

T is strongly primary if Q is primary and contains a power of its radical.) We

show in Example 4 that this question has a negative answer. It also seemed

natural to us to ask for conditions under which VIS is imbeddable in a zero-

dimensional ring, particularly in the case where each Sa is zero-dimensional.

Theorems 3, 7 and 10, as well as Corollary 8, provide such conditions, and

in particular, Corollary 8 shows that if each Sa is zero-dimensional, then

Q Sa is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring if and only if FJ Sa itself is

zero-dimensional.

Our first result shows that restriction to unitary imbeddings into a zero-

dimensional ring is, in fact, not a substantial restriction.

Proposition 1. If there exists an isomorphism of the ring R into a zero-dimen-

sional ring, then there exists a unitary imbedding of R into a zero-dimensional

ring.

Proof. Let a be an isomorphism of R into the zero-dimen-

sional ring S. If e is the identity element of R, then a(e) is an idempotent of

S and a(R) Ç a(e)S, a subring of 5 with identity element a(e). Moreover,

since S = a(e)S ® (1 - a(e))S, the ring a(e)S is zero-dimensional. Therefore

a is a unitary imbedding of R into the zero-dimensional ring a(e)S.

We will use the following consequence of Proposition 1 : if R is a subring of

the ring 5, not necessarily with the same identity element that S has, and if

R is not imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring, then neither is S.

If R = YlaeA ̂ a anc* if a e ^, we use ea to denote the idempotent of R

with 1 in the ath coordinate and zeroes elsewhere. If r G R , r * e denotes

the element of R with r in the ath coordinate and 0 in all other coordinates,

and for I ç Ra, I * ea is defined to be {i* e\i G 1} . The next proposition,

an auxiliary result used in the proof of Theorem 3, uses this notation. We omit

the routine proof of Proposition 2.

Proposition 2. Suppose {Qk}k€A is a family of primary ideals of R = Y\a€A Ra

satisfying condition (Al).

( 1 ) For each a G A, the set Aa = {k G A| 1 - ea G Qk} is nonempty.

(2) For A e AQ, the ideal Qk is of the form (Hk * ea) + (I - ea)R, where

Hk is a primary ideal of Ra.

(3) The family {Hk}XeA satisfies (Al),andifR satisfies (A2) with respect

t0 {Q¿}¿eA> then Ra satisfies (A2) with respect to {Hk}k€Aa.

(4) fù QÀ = (1 - ea)R. Hence if X = f)aeA K - then {Qk}k^ satisfies
(Al). Consequently, the ideals Qk, for X G A\I, are redundant in the

representation (0) = f)xe\ Q-x •

(5) If R does not satisfy (A2) with respect to {Qx}x€i.> tnen neither does

R satisfy (A2) with respect to {ß^};^.
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The statement of Theorem 3 employs the following terminology and nota-

tion. A ring R is primary [10, p. 204] if R contains a unique proper prime

ideal; equivalently, R is primary if R is zero-dimensional and quasi-local. If

x G N(R), we denote by n(x) the index of nilpotency of x—that is, n(x) = k

if xk = 0 but xk~l ¿ 0. We define n(R) to be sup{n(x)\x G N(R)}; if the

set {n(x)\x G N(R)} is unbounded, then we write n(R) = oo.

Theorem 3. Let {(Ra , Pa)}a€A be a family of primary rings and let R = Y\Ra ■

The following conditions are equivalent.

( 1 )   R is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring.

(2)  There exists a positive integer  n   such that  {a  g  A\n(Ra)   >  zz}

is finite.

Proof. We let n(Ra) = ka. Suppose (2) is satisfied, let B = {a G A\ka > n}

= {ax, ... ,at}, and let C = A\B.   Then R ~ Ra ® ■■■ ®R   ®S, where

S = Y\aeC Ra . We note that if x G TJa€C N(Ra) >tnen x" = ° °y definition of

C, and hence x G N(S). Since the inclusion N(S) ç F] N(Ra) always holds,

we conclude that N(S) = Yla€C N(Ra) » and by the result of Maroscia [7] cited

previously, dim S = 0. Therefore dim R = 0 as well, and ( 1 ) is satisfied.

To prove that (1) implies (2), we establish the contrapositive. Thus, assume

that {a G A\ka > n} is infinite for each positive integer n . Then there exist

distinct elements a,, a,, ... in A such that k > i for each i. Since T\°°i R

is isomorphic to a subring of R, it follows from Proposition 1 that it suffices

to show that n^a is not imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring. Writing z in

place of a¡, we therefore assume without loss of generality that A = Z+ , the

set of positive integers. Since k¿ > i, we can choose an element y( G P¡ such

that y\ ^ 0 for each i. Let y be the element {yj}°ll of R. To show that

R is not imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring, we show that if {Qk}keA is

any family of primary ideals of R satisfying (Al), then condition (A2) is not

satisfied with respect to {Qk} for the element y. Thus, Proposition 2 shows

that for each i, {Qk} contains a family {(Hk *e¡) + (\ — e,)R}x€A , where Hk

is a primary ideal of R¡ and nkeA Hk = (0). Let 5 be any positive integer.

Then ys = {y*} . Since nA€A Hk = (0), there exists XQ G As such that yss & Hk .

Consequently, y¡ G Ps\Hko and / G [(P^eJ + ^-e^RMH^e^ + ^-e^R],

where (P„ * e\) + (1 - e)R is the radical of (H, * e ) + (1 - ef)R. Because

(Hk *es) + (l-es)R G {Qk}, we conclude that ys g U(Pk\Qk) for each sgZ+ .

Thus (A2) fails for y and {Qk}, R is not imbeddable in a zero-dimensional

ring, and this completes the proof of Theorem 3.

Using Theorem 3, we can give an example of a ring T such that the zero

ideal of T admits a unique irredundant representation as an intersection of

(strongly) primary ideals, but T is not imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring.

Thus, condition (Al) alone does not imply imbeddability, even if the ideals
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Qk are strongly primary and the intersection representation (0) = f)k Qk is

irredundant.

Example 4. For zz G Z+, let Tn = Z/p"Z, where p is prime, and let T =

n^° Tn . Since n(Tn) = n , Theorem 3 shows that T is not imbeddable in a zero-

dimensional ring. Moreover, since any family of ideals of Tn with intersection

(0) must contain the ideal (0) itself, it follows from Proposition 2 that if {Qk}

is any family of primary ideals of T satisfying (Al), then {Qk} D {(I -e^T}™ .

We observe that (0) = fl^O ~ e,)T is an irredundant representation of (0) as

an intersection of primary ideals; Proposition 2 implies that this representation

is unique. Finally, we note that (l-ef)T contains the i th power of its radical

(pT¡ * e¡) + (1 - e¡)T, and hence is strongly primary.

The ring T of Example 4 is infinite-dimensional, but by appropriately mod-

ifying T, we can obtain rings of arbitrary positive dimension that share prop-

erties of T, as described in Example 4.

Example 5. Let T and Tn be as in Example 4, and let n denote the prime

subring of T. Since char F = 0, n ~ Z. If / denotes the direct sum of

{Tn}°^x within T, then / is an ideal of T and elements of / are integral

over n. Let S = n + I. Then dim S = I, and as in Proposition 2 and

Example 4, we can argue that if {Qk} is any family of primary ideals of S

with intersection (0), then {(1 - e¡)S}°íx ç {Qk}. If e denotes the identity

element of S, then pe does not satisfy condition (A2) with respect to the

family {(1 - e^S}™ , nor to the family {Qk} . Hence S is not imbeddable in a

zero-dimensional ring, but as in Example 4, (0) admits the unique irredundant

representation (0) = fïi°( 1 ~e¡)$ as an intersection of (strongly) primary ideals.

For n gZ+ , the ring Sn = S[XX, ... ,Xn] is integral over n[Xx, ... ,Xn], and

hence dim Sn = n +1. Because 5 is not imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring,

neither is Sn. Moreover, it is again the case that the zero ideal of Sn admits

the unique irredundant representation (0) = fif^l - ej)Sn as an intersection

of (strongly) primary ideals.

Our next goal is to extend, in Corollary 8, Theorem 3 to the case of a prod-

uct rj Ra of arbitrary zero-dimensional rings. Theorem 7 provides an avenue

to this goal. The proof of Theorem 7 uses Lemma 6. Again because it is

straightforward, we omit the proof of Lemma 6.

Lemma 6. Assume that the zero ideal of R is the intersection of a family {Qk}keA

of primary ideals of R, where Qk is Pk-primary. Then n(R) = sup{n(Rp )}k€A-

We remark that if n Ra is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring, then so is

each Ra (Proposition 1). Hence the hypothesis in Theorems 7 and 10 that each

Ra is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring is necessary for the conclusion that

nR   is so imbeddable.
a
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Theorem 7. Let {Ra}aeA be a family of rings, each imbeddable in a zero-

dimensional ring. For each a G A, assume that the zero ideal of Ra is an inter-

section of primary ideals belonging to height-zero prime ideals. Let R = \\ Ra .

The following conditions are equivalent.

( 1 )   R is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring.

(2) There exists a positive integer n such that the set {a G A\t](Ra) > zz}

is finite.

Proof. (1) => (2). We prove the contrapositive. Thus, assume that

{a G A\n(Ra) > n} is infinite for each zz G Z+. Then there exist distinct

elements a, ,a2, ... of A such that ri(Ra) > i for each i. As in the proof

of Theorem 3, it suffices to show that JX¡° Ra is not imbeddable in a zero-

dimensional ring, and writing i in place of a;., we assume without loss of

generality that A = Z+ . For each i, choose xi g N(R¡) such that x\ ^ 0.

By hypothesis on Ri, there exists a primary ideal Qi of R¡, with radical P(

of height zero, such that x\ £ ß;. Let -S; = R¡\P¡ for each i and let 5

be the multiplicative system n^ $i m ^ • ^ R were imbeddable in a zero

dimensional ring T, then JR5 ~ YlT^Jp would De imbeddable in the zero-

dimensional ring 7^. However, (R¡)P is a primary ring and xjl is a nilpotent

element of this ring such that (x./l)' ^ 0, hence z/((Ä()/)) > i. By The-

orem 3, we conclude that rn°(^;)/> > erS° -^> is not imbeddable in a zero-

dimensional ring.

(2) => (1), Let N gZ+ be such that B = {a G A\n(Ra) > n} = {a;}|=1

is finite. If C = A\B, then R s Ra ® • • • ® Ra ® (Y\aeC Ra). Since each

R is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring T¡, it follows that if Y\ ^rR is

imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring T, then R is imbeddable in the zero-

dimensional ring Tx ® ■ ■ ■ ® Tt ® T. Hence, without loss of generality we assume

that A = C. Then for a G A , there exists a family {Qk  }k€A   of primary ideals

of Ra such that f]k Q{ka) = (0), where Pk{a) = yfQ(k] has height zero. For each

A e AQ , denote by Rka) the localization of the ring RalQ}k] at the prime ideal

Pk(a)IQ(ka). Then R(ka) is a primary ring, and Ra is imbedded in ftkeK R{ka).

Moreover, since Rk is a homomorphic image of the primary ring (Rn)p„„,

we have v(Rk ) < z/((í?q)/,(„k < f](Ra) < n, where the penultimate inequality

is obtained from Lemma 6. Finally, R is imbedded in rLg^dlieA AÍQ)),and
Theorem 3 shows that this latter ring is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring.

(The proof of Theorem 3 shows, in fact, that the latter ring is zero-dimensional.)

This completes the proof.

Corollary 8. If {Ra}aeA is a family of zero-dimensional rings and if R = Y[Ra,

the following conditions are equivalent.

(1) dimJR = 0.

(2) R is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring.
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(3)  There exists a positive integer n such that {a G A\n(Ra) > n} is finite.

Proof. The equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from Theorem 7, and clearly (1)

implies (2). As in the proof of Theorem 3, condition (3) implies that N(R) =

UN(Ra). and hence (1) follows from (3).

The proof of Theorem 7 establishes the next result. The converse of Corollary

9 is valid if each R   is zero-dimensional.

Corollary 9. Suppose T[ Ra is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring. If Pa is

a height-zero prime of Ra for each a G A, then there exists a positive integer n

such that {a G A\n((Ra)p ) > n} is finite.

We remark that another corollary to Theorem 7 is the known result that

an arbitrary product f7 Da of integral domains Da is imbeddable in a zero-

dimensional ring (for example, in fT Ka , where Ka is the quotient field of Da ).

This known result is, of course, also a consequence of the fact that an arbitrary

reduced ring is imbeddable in a von Neumann regular ring [6, p. 9].

We have determined equivalent conditions for an arbitrary product Y\Ra

to be imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring. These conditions are stated in

Theorem 10, but the criteria of that result are not very definitive in that they

are difficult to apply in the general case. Because the proof of Theorem 10

requires no ideas that are essentially diffèrent from those already employed in

this paper, we omit the proof. The statement of Theorem 10 uses some new

notation. Suppose S is a ring imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring. Let

¿?(S) be the set of all collections {Qk} of primary ideals of S with inter-

section (0). For {ß^} G 3°(S) and for a G S, define p(a, {Qk}) to be

inf{« g Z+\an g \Jx(\/Qx\Qx)} > condition (A2) implies that p(a, {Qk}) G Z+

for some {Qk}G^(S). Define ß(S,{Qk}) tobe sup{/z(a, {Qk})\a G S}, and

define p(S) tobe inf{p(S ,{Qk})\{Qk} G^(S)} .

Theorem 10. Suppose {Ra}aeA is a family of rings, each imbeddable in a zero-

dimensional ring. The following conditions are equivalent.

( 1 )   R = Y[Ra is imbeddable in a zero-dimensional ring.

(2)  There exists a positive integer n such that {a G A\p(Ra) > zz} is finite.
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